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8th March 2014
My thanks to Chris Titterington and the committee of the Lancashire Cat Club for their kind
invitation to this year’s show. Some wonderful cats and kittens and super hospitality from the show
team made the show most enjoyable. Ably assisted by Elaine Brock as my steward who was first
class in every respect, I look forward to the next time.
Breed Classes
CLASS 509 – Chocolate Point Siamese Kitten
1st BOB – Smeaton’s Gelcune Camilla (24b) F 21/6/13 – A petite girl of good type and of slender
build but when out of the pen has a good solid feel to her. Slightly pinched long wedge with a broad
head and large ears that are set in line with the wedge. Her profile is straight with adequate depth to
chin which slopes back. She has a level bite which is tidy. Her eyes are oriental in shape with an
incline set. Her eye colour is a clear, bright blue colour that for perfection requires a little more
depth. Nose leather and paw pads both chocolate colour. She has a long elegant neck, lithe body,
fine legs and neat oval shape feet. Her tail is long and tapered. Her points colour is a well matched
slightly darker toned chocolate which did possess some warmth. Her body is ivory in colour and free
from shading. Coat was a little long but lay close to the body and was fine in texture. A little timid
initially but was happy to be judged.
CLASS 510 – Cinnamon Point Siamese Kitten
1st – BOB n/a – Savage’s Kazek Happy Harry (24k) M 13/9/13 – A dear young boy with a lovely
temperament with a few niggles today that I decided precluded him from a BOB. Fairly broad head
with small/medium size ears that are set in line with his short even wedge. He has a dip to his
profile, just enough depth to his chin which slopes off and a scissor bite which is untidy. I was
surprised to see a fairly significant amount of acne to his chin in kitten of just 5 ½ months. His eyes
are deep set and small in size, the shape is oriental and the set a little straight. The eye colour is a
bright blue that requires more depth. He has light cinnamon brown nose leather and paw pads.
Short neck, medium length body, fine legs and neat oval feet. His tail is tapered and of a balancing
length. His coat was long, lay close to the body and was fine in texture. His body is ivory in colour
and unshaded. Point colour was a rather flat cinnamon brown colour that lacked warmth. Slightly
paler colour to legs with tail, ears and mask matching.
CLASS 511 – Fawn Point Siamese Kitten
1st BOB – Gurney Taylor’s Belroo Miis Teeq (24r) F 26/8/13 – Fine boned girl of good type that was a
little bit bad tempered today. Long wedge with even lines. Good width between her large ears that
are set in line with her wedge. Straight profile, good depth to her chin with a scissor tidy bite. Rather
large eyes that are oriental in shape and are just very slightly incline in set. Her eye colour is bright
blue that for perfection requires a little more depth. Pinkish fawn colour to nose leather and paw
pads. She has a long neck, lithe body and slender legs with small oval feet. Her tail is long and
tapered and balances her well. Her body is magnolia in colour and is free from shading. Her points
colour is a warm pale rosy mushroom which is well matched with the legs just being slightly paler.
Coat texture is fine, short and lies close to the body. Well-presented girl that was more than happy
to let me know what she thought of me!
2nd – Hirst’s Toghar Tickled Pink (24r) F 18/10/13 – Beautiful and delicate points colour to this young
lady who lost out today to the older and more developed kitten by the smallest of margins. Broad
head with large well set ears that follow the lines of her medium length even wedge well. She has an
uneven profile at present, her chin is of good depth but does slope back slightly. Her bite is both tidy
and level. Her eye colour is a brilliant intense blue of good depth. The eye shape is oriental and the
set is incline. Pinkish fawn colour to nose leather and paw pads. Very long body and neck that was
just a little light weight today with her spine line a little prominent. Tapered tail of a balancing
length. Her body is magnolia in colour and is unshaded. Her points colour a gorgeous well matched
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and very delicate toned warm pale rosy mushroom colour. The legs being just slightly paler in colour.
Her coat is fine in texture, short and close lying. Excellent temperament and presentation.

Miscellaneous Classes
CLASS 787 – Siamese/Balinese Breeders Adult
1st – Brocks’ UK Imp Gr Ch Kevels Twice As Nice (24b) M 18/4/10 – A masculine boy of very good
type. Very broad head with medium to large size ears that are set in line with his medium length
even wedge. Straight profile of good depth and strong chin that lines up well. He has a level bite that
is untidy with his bottom incisors all missing. His eyes are oriental shape and set, the colour being a
clear and bright, vivid blue. Nose leather and paw pads are a pinkish chocolate. His points colour is a
well matched milk chocolate that is just slightly brindled around his eyes, the legs being just slightly
paler. His body is ivory in colour and has just a little tonal shading to his back and flanks. Wellmuscled strong neck, very muscular body that had a powerful feel to it, supported by long strong
legs and neat oval feet. His long tail is tapered and shows good balance. He has a fine texture to his
coat which is short and lies close to his body. Excellent presentation and a fantastic relaxed
temperament for an entire boy of nearly four years old.
CLASS 788 – Siamese/Balinese Adult not bred by Exhibitor
1st – Brocks’ UK Imp Gr Ch Karamushi Tuti Fruity (32b1) F 4/8/07 – Mature seal tortie girl with
excellent type and the most wonderful Siamese expression. Strong head with plenty of width
between her large wide based ears that are set perfectly in line with her medium length even
wedge. Straight profile with excellent depth. Her chin has very good depth and lines up well. Level
bite that is untidy and has some missing incisors. Her eyes are a brilliant intense blue with excellent
depth of colour. The shape is oriental and the set is incline. Excellent expression! Seal brown nose
leather and paw pads. Her points are all broken with varying shades of red that on the whole are
rather pale, a brighter shade of red on the ears and also on her tail. Her points colour is a well
matched seal brown that could show more warmth. Her cream body shows significant tonal shading
but shows clear contrast to her points. Medium length to her neck, body is also medium length and
feeling trim and well-muscled, fine legs and neat oval feet. Her tail has just enough length for
balance, a little thick but tapers nicely. Her coat is slightly long but lay close to the body, the texture
was fine. This girl is a born show cat that has real presence and even at six and a half years young
still stops me in my tracks every time.
CLASS 799 – Siamese/Balinese Visitors Adult
1st – Brocks’ UK Imp Gr Ch Karamushi Tuti Fruity (32b1) F 4/8/07 – see class 788
CLASS 800 – Siamese/Balinese Kitten
1st – Wroe’s Cosita Bruno Tonioli (32/2) M 23/7/13 – Blue tabby boy of excellent type that was a
very bad tempered boy today and left me in no doubt that he meant business. Nevertheless I was
able to judge him and was very pleased to be able to do so. Lovely type to this boy with super
strength to his head. Broad head, large ears set in line with his even wedge. Straight profile with just
a slight bump on his nose. Chin could be a little stronger and sloped back slightly, bite was level and
tidy. Gorgeous brilliant intense blue eye colour of truly excellent depth. The set being incline and the
shape being oriental, perhaps just a little deep set. Excellent Siamese expression and a real evil look
about him, no doubt helped by his awful mood today! Pink, blue rimmed nose and pink paw pads.
Very well developed boy of excellent size, long strong muscular neck, long muscular body, tall
powerful legs and oval feet. His tail is tapered and of a balancing length which was just a little thick
at the base. His coat was short, lay close to the body and had a fine texture. His coat had some cool
light blue tonal shading to his back and was otherwise glacial white. He has well matched clear light
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blue tabby markings to his points with the legs stripes being just a little paler. Well defined thumb
prints, slightly blurred ‘M’ to the forehead, single cheek ribbons and whisker spots present. His tail
was very well ringed well over two thirds of his tail and had a solid tip. Besides his bad manners
today he was an absolute pleasure to judge. Very promising boy.
2nd – Smeaton’s Gelcune Camilla (24b) F 21/6/13 – see class 509
3rd – Weatherill’s Styperson Silhouette (32/3) F 23/9/13 – Very pleasing colour to this chocolate
tabby girl with an almost copper tone. She had a slightly worried look about her and insisted on
intermittently bonneting her ears which detracted from her head type. That being said she is still a
very pleasing young girl for both type and colour. Broad head with large ears that are wide at the
base and set in line with her short slightly pinched wedge. Straight profile and a chin of good depth
that lines up well. Scissor bite that is neat. Her eyes are a little small and deep set but are oriental in
shape and set and a brilliant intense blue of good depth. Nose leather is pink with chocolate rim and
the paw pads are pink. Elegant neck, medium length to her body, balancing length to her fine legs
and dainty spoon shape feet. Her tail is slightly thick, tapers and has just enough length to balance.
Ivory body that is unshaded, ‘M’ to forehead just starting to develop, well defined thumb prints,
single cheek ribbons starting to develop and whisker spots evident. Tail has a solid tip and has well
defined rings travelling two thirds of the length. All tabby points matching in colour well with her leg
bracelets being just slightly lighter in colour. Reasonably short coat which was fine in texture and lay
close to the body. Look forward to watching this girl develop where I hope she will reach her
potential which is very promising.
CLASS 805 – Siamese/Balinese Maiden Kitten
1st – Gurney Taylor’s Belroo Miis Teeq (24r) F 26/8/13 – see class 511
2nd – Brock’s Tsaichin Tansgirl At Kevels (24n) F 28/6/13 – Lilac based caramel girl of good type.
Broad head with large ears that are set in line with her slightly pinched wedge. Her profile is straight
and she has good depth to her chin with a neat scissor bite. Brilliant intense blue eye colour of good
depth. Eye shape is oriental and the set is incline. Nose leather and paw pads both a pinkish grey
colour. Long neck, lithe body, slightly prominent manubrium, slender legs and oval feet. Her tail is a
little thick, tapers and of a balancing length. Unshaded body which is off-white in colour with the
points being a well matched brownish grey colour with the legs being slightly lighter in colour. Coat
is slightly long, fine in texture and I would prefer to see it lay closer to the body. Excellent
temperament and condition.
3rd – Hirst’s Toghar Tickled Pink (24r) F 18/10/13 – see class 511
4th – Savage’s Kazek Happy Harry (24k) M 13/9/13 – see class 510
CLASS 806 – Siamese/Balinese Limit Kitten
1st – Wroe’s Cosita Bruno Tonioli (32/2) M 23/7/13 – see class 800
2nd – Lill & Burke’s Sensual Siam Fair Maid (32/1) F 25/9/13 – Seal tabby girl with her underlying
spotted tabby pattern being very evident. Fair type to this girl who has large ears that are set a little
high and do not follow the lines of her even wedge as well they could. She would benefit from more
distance between her ears giving her more width to her head; she has a straight profile, good depth
to her chin and a tidy scissor bite. Excellent oriental eye shape and set with brilliant intense blue eye
colour of good depth. Seal brown nose leather and paw pads. She has a long svelte body, slender
neck, fine legs and neat oval feet. Her tail is tapered and of a length that balances her well. Her
cream body has heavy tonal shading but does show some contrast to her points. Clear tabby
markings to the mask showing two cheek ribbons, well defined ‘M’ to forehead that is still
developing, whisker spots present and her ears showing well defined thumb prints. Legs showing
well defined stripes and her tail has a solid tip with well-defined rings travelling up over half the
length. Close lying short coat of fine texture. Lovely temperament and well presented.
CLASS 809 – Cinnamon, Caramel, Fawn or Apricot Siamese/Balinese Kitten
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1st – Gurney Taylor’s Belroo Miis Teeq (24r) F 26/8/13 – see class 511
2nd – Hirst’s Toghar Tickled Pink (24r) F 18/10/13 – see class 511
CLASS 814 – Siamese/Balinese Neuter
1st – Maguire’s Siamaiden Viva Las Vegas (24) FN 29/3/13 – A girl of good type showing herself well
today. Broad head with well-set medium size ears that are set in line with her medium length even
wedge. Straight profile, good depth to chin which lines up well and a tidy level bite. Oriental eye
shape and set with clear, brilliant blue eye colour that could do with a little more depth. Lovely
expression to this girl. Nose leather and paw pads both seal brown in colour. Dense seal brown
points showing excellent warmth, heavy tonal shading to her cream body which does show clear
contrast to her points. Long neck, well-nourished body, fine legs and oval feet. Her tail is of a
balancing length and is tapered. Short coat that lies close to the body and is fine in texture. Excellent
temperament and presentation.
2nd – Shore’s Gr Pr Roysterer Royal Dazzle (32/9) MN 20/2/09 – A large boy of balanced type. He
has small to medium size ears that are set in line with his long even wedge. I would have preferred
more width to his head to balance his longer wedge. A straight profile with a chin of good depth that
slopes off a little. The bite is level and tidy. His eyes were rather straight set and also a little close
together. The eye shape is oriental with the colour being a brilliant blue that required both more
depth and intensity. Nose leather and paw pads both a pinkish fawn colour. He has a long neck, long
well fed body, sturdy legs and large oval feet. His tail is thick but does taper and is of balancing
length. Warm rosy mushroom tabby markings with the thumb prints only just showing, ‘M’ to
forehead, single cheek ribbons and whisker spots evident. Very delicate stripes to the legs with the
tail showing a solid tip and rings over half its length. His body is free from shading and an off-white
colour. Coat length is short and lies close to the body with the texture being fine. Good natured boy
presented well.
CLASS 816 – Siamese/Balinese Neuter not bred by Exhibitor
1st – Rycraft’s Gr Pr Ashjolex Auroraborealis (32b8) FN 7/4/11 – An elegant blue based caramel
tortie girl of beautiful type looking very stylish indeed today. Good width to this girls head with large
ears that are set in line with her even long wedge. Straight profile, with a good depth to her chin
which lines up well. Her bite is level and neat. Eye colour is a brilliant intense blue of excellent depth.
The eye shape is oriental and the set is incline. Brownish purple nose leather and paw pads. All
points are mingled with varying shades of apricot which on the whole were hot in tone. The front
right leg appeared fairly solid but on inspection her paw pad is broken. Her off white body has tonal
shading but does leave clear contrast to her points. Long elegant neck, lithe body, fine legs which are
long with very neat small oval feet. Her tail is tapered and of a good length to balance. Coat is short
and close lying with a very fine texture. Excellent temperament and presentation with a real show
presence today.
2nd – Glaubitz’s Imp Gr Pr Littlefeat Distant Thunder (32a) MN 29/5/09 – Large boy of very good
type. This boy has good width to his head with large ears that are set in line with his long and even
wedge. Straight profile that shows good depth and a strong chin that lines up well. His bite appears
level, he no longer has any incisors. Brilliant, intense blue eye colour of very good depth. The eye
shape being oriental and the set incline. His eyes are a little deep set and were showing some dirt to
the edges of his right eye. He has a freckle to his pink nose and pink paw pads. In the lighting
available in this show hall his mask, ears and tail all showing the desired rich bright reddish gold
colour, the legs being slightly paler. His warm white body showing light tonal shading to his back and
flanks. Very long elegant neck, long lithe body that has a very good muscular feel to it, his legs are
tall and fine with very neat oval feet. His tail is long and tapered and balances him well. His coat
length is very short and lies close to his body with the texture being fine. Happy to be judged today
and very relaxed both in and out of the pen. Some slight dirt around his nostrils and a little acne to
the chin.
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3rd – Bewychen’s Princeling Ming (24) MN 2/6/13 – A young boy of good type just out of kitten, at
the moment looking rather feminine. Broad head with very well set large ears that follow the lines of
his long even wedge. He has a straight profile and a chin with just enough depth that slopes off just a
little. His bite is tidy and level. Very good oriental eyes shape and set, the colour being a very striking
clear, brilliant blue that requires a little more depth for perfection. Nose leather and paw pads both
seal brown in colour. His points colour is a very well matched dense warm seal brown. His cream
body has minimal tonal shading to his back and flanks. He has a short, close lying coat of fine
texture. He has a long slender neck, lithe body, very fine legs and neat oval feet. Long tapered tail
that balances him well. Well prepared boy with an excellent temperament. Despite his young age I
would like to see a little more masculinity as at present he could easily be mistaken for a girl. I do
hope this develops as overall I thought he showed some real promise.
4th – Maguire’s Siamaiden Viva Las Vegas (24) FN 29/3/13 – see class 814
5th – Webb’s Tenaj Merlin (24a) MN 25/5/13 – A young boy just out of kitten that is of good overall
type. A broad head with large ears set in line with a pinched long wedge. A straight profile with a
chin of good depth that lines up well. Bite is level and tidy. Small eyes that are deep set. Shape is
oriental as is the set. The eyes colour is a clear, bright vivid blue. The nose leather and paw pads are
both blue. Well matched slightly dark blue colour to points; ears, mask and tail all matching well with
the legs being lighter in colour. Some tonal shading to the body which was otherwise a glacial white
colour. He has a long neck, slender long body, tall elegant neck and neat spoon shape feet. His tail is
long and tapered and balances him well. Short coat of excellent fine texture which lay close to his
body. Lovely temperament to this boy.

CLASS 817 – Siamese/Balinese Debutante Neuter
1st – Webster’s Nanpema Serendipity (24) FN 25/10/12 – A girl of good type who was initially a little
shy but was happy to be judged. A broad head to this girl with large well set ears that follow the
lines of her even short wedge well. Straight profile and a good deep chin that lines up well. Scissor
tidy bite. Clear, brilliant deep blue eye colour; the shape and set both being oriental. Seal brown
nose leather and paw pads. Her points colour is a well matched dense seal brown showing excellent
warm tone. Some slight tonal shading to her cream body. Elegant neck with a medium length body,
her legs are fine and her feet small and oval. The tail is rather fat, has just enough length for balance
with just the slightest taper and is a little blunt at the end. Coat length is short and close lying of
excellent fine texture. Well prepared girl presented well.
CLASS 818 – Siamese/Balinese Novice Neuter
1st – Bewychen’s Princeling Ming (24) MN 2/6/13 – see class 816
2nd – Webster’s Nanpema Serendipity (24) FN 25/10/12 – see class 817
CLASS 824 – Siamese/Balinese Junior Neuter
1st – Maguire’s Siamaiden Viva Las Vegas (24) FN 29/3/13 – see class 814
2nd – Webb’s Tenaj Merlin (24a) MN 25/5/13 – see class 816
CLASS 825 – Siamese/Balinese Senior Neuter
1st – Rycraft’s Gr Pr Ashjolex Auroraborealis (32b8) FN 7/4/11 – see class 186
2nd – Glaubitz’s Imp Gr Pr Littlefeat Distant Thunder (32a) MN 29/5/09 – see class 816
3rd – Brider & MacKenzie’s Gr Pr Nanpema Holly-Golightly (32b1) FN 8/12/10 – A nice big seal tortie
girl of good type. Broad head which is a little flat, ears are a small to medium size and are set well
following the lines of her slightly pinched medium length wedge. Lovely depth to her straight profile
with an excellent deep chin. Bite is scissor and tidy. Rather large eyes that are a little full and
dominate her head, the set is incline. The eyes require a deeper blue colour though they do show
brilliance. Seal brown nose leather and paw pads. Dense seal brown points that are all broken with
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varying shades of red tortie mingling that for the majority were a little pale. Very heavy tonal
shading to cream body that does show contrast to her points. Medium length body, short thick set
neck, sturdy legs with neat oval feet. Her tail is slightly thick, tapers and has just enough length for
balance. Coat has a fine texture, short in length and lies close to the body. Excellent presentation
and lovely manners today.
4th – Shore’s Gr Pr Roysterer Royal Dazzle (32/9) MN 20/2/09 – see class 814
CLASS 826 – Siamese/Balinese Radius Neuter
1st – Maguire’s Siamaiden Viva Las Vegas (24) FN 29/3/13 – see class 814
CLASS 827 – Siamese/Balinese Visitors Neuter
1st – Glaubitz’s Imp Gr Pr Littlefeat Distant Thunder (32a) MN 29/5/09 – see class 816
2nd – Brider & MacKenzie’s Gr Pr Nanpema Holly-Golightly (32b1) FN 8/12/10 – see class 825
3rd – Webb’s Tenaj Merlin (24a) MN 25/5/13 – see class 816
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